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ABSTRACT


The physics of frictional control for channelized rotating gravity currents are analyzed using an extensive


dataset including hydrographic, current, and microstructure measurements from the western Baltic Sea.


Rotational effects in these gravity currents, characterized by Ekman numbers of the order of one and sub-


critical Froude numbers, induce a complex transverse circulation that strongly affects the internal dynamics.


The key component of this circulation is a geostrophically balanced transverse jet in the interface that


modifies the entrainment process by (i) laterally draining the interface and (ii) providing additional interfacial


shear comparable to the down-channel shear. The recirculation of mixed interfacial fluid into the interior


distorts the internal density structure of the gravity current, and creates a thermal wind shear in the interior


that is comparable to the observed shear. Using a theoretical model, this effect is shown to be responsible for


the three-layer structure of the transverse velocity with the near-bottom velocity and stress directed opposite


to the Ekman transport. The analysis confirms the key assumption in available models for frictional control in


rotating gravity currents: the transverse Ekman transport is balanced by the geostrophic transport due to the


down-channel tilt of the interface.


1. Introduction


Recent theoretical work on rotating bottom gravity


currents has emphasized the importance of bottom friction


for the downward steering of dense waters along sub-


marine canyons (Wåhlin 2002, 2004) and ridges (Darelius


and Wåhlin 2007; Darelius 2008). These authors sug-


gested a simple model based on the ideas that the flow


along the corrugation is geostrophically balanced, and


that frictional control adjusts the speed exactly such that


the bottom stress balances the interfacial pressure gra-


dient along the corrugation. The application of these


models to topographically steered gravity currents in the


ocean (Wåhlin 2004; Darelius and Wåhlin 2007) and in


the laboratory (Davies et al. 2006; Darelius 2008) has


demonstrated their capability of predicting the transport


capacity and the transverse slope of the interface with


reasonable accuracy.


Our goal here is to interpret a newly available dataset


for channelized rotating gravity currents with the help of


a theoretical model, and test the model assumptions and


their implications for the process of frictional control.


Our starting point will be an interesting constraint


pointed out by Wåhlin (2002), who showed that topo-


graphic downward steering along a channel or a ridge


implies that the transverse Ekman transport and the


transverse geostrophic transport due to the down-channel


tilt of the interface cancel each other out. The transverse


velocities associated with these transports have a differ-


ent vertical structure, thus setting up a transverse circu-


lation that may have considerable implications for the


density structure inside the gravity current. If interfacial


fluid is involved in the transverse recirculation, evidently,


the transverse transport inside the interface must be


balanced by a motion of isopycnals, either due to dia-


pycnal mixing or due to transverse advection of the


density field. Manifestations of the latter process should
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be visible in form of a wedge-shaped deformation of the


interface, and a downward ‘‘bending’’ of isopycnals to-


ward the interior at the downwelling-favorable side of the


gravity current, where the interfacial fluid recirculates


toward the interior.


Such wedge-shaped interfaces have been reported


for laboratory experiments (Ohlson 1994; Davies et al.


2006; Darelius 2008), numerical simulations (Kämpf


2000; Ezer 2006), and numerous oceanic observations


(Petrén and Walin 1976; Johnson and Sanford 1992;


Mauritzen et al. 2005; Umlauf et al. 2007). Also the


bending of isopycnals at the downwelling-favorable side


is evident from investigations of some shallow, chan-


nelized gravity currents in the ocean (Petrén and Walin


1976; Paka et al. 1998; Umlauf et al. 2007) and from


idealized numerical simulations (Burchard et al. 2005;


Ezer 2006). A likely consequence of this type of com-


munication between interfacial and interior fluid is an


increase of entrainment, consistent with the recent ob-


servation of Wåhlin et al. (2008) that topographic steering


in laboratory experiments results in stronger net en-


trainment. Previous investigations have looked for an


explanation for the interfacial deformation in terms of


the interfacial Ekman transport, and its interaction with


the bottom Ekman layer (Johnson and Sanford 1992;


Ohlson 1994; Ezer 2006). In contrast to these ideas, we


suggest here that the geostrophically balanced part of


the transverse transport in the interface, a process so far


ignored in this context, plays the key role in shaping the


interface and generating lateral stratification in the in-


terior of the gravity current.


A number of open questions immediately arise from


the above description: Which processes dominate the


transverse transport in the interface and its lateral dis-


tortion? How does the transverse recirculation (i.e., the


transport of interfacial fluid into the interior) occur, and


which effect does this have on the entrainment process?


Does the creation of transverse buoyancy gradients


in the interior generate so-called ‘‘slippery’’ Ekman


layers (MacCready and Rhines 1993) that could modify


the mechanism of frictional control and therefore the


propagation pathway of bottom gravity currents? These


questions will be the focus of the work presented here.


We will build up on the dataset introduced in the com-


panion paper by Umlauf and Arneborg (2009, hereafter


Part I), which has motivated the conceptual model for


shallow, frictionally controlled gravity currents pre-


sented here.


2. Theory


Our theoretical framework is based on the geometry


shown Fig. 1a, illustrating a bottom gravity current


passing through a channel with positive down-channel


slope, Sx� 1, rotating at a constant rate, f/2. The down-


and cross-channel coordinates are denoted by x and y,


respectively, and the z axis is rotated down channel by a


small angle, Sx, with respect to the vertical. The bottom


gravity current is driven by its negative buoyancy with


respect to the ambient fluid:


b 5�g
r � r


‘


r
‘


, (1)


where r and g denote the density and acceleration of


gravity, respectively, and r‘ is the density of the ambient


fluid. In a stably stratified gravity current, b increase from a


minimum value at the bottom, z 5 zb, to b 5 0 for z / ‘.


FIG. 1. (a) Geometry for channelized bottom gravity current with down-channel velocity indicated by large arrow.


Dashed lines illustrate the density structure. The directions of the cross-channel Ekman transport, VE, and the


geostrophic transport, VG, are indicated by small arrows. (b) Transverse view of model stratification and geometry


across the gravity current. Note that the transverse slope of the interface is Sy 5 tanay.
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a. Momentum balance


We start our analysis from the shallow-water equa-


tions with the additional assumptions that (i) the flow is


stationary; (ii) horizontal mixing is negligible; (iii) ad-


vection is negligible except for the advection of down-


channel momentum, which is essential if entrainment


is strong (see below); and (iv) the down-channel slope


of interfacial isopycnals and the bottom slope, Sx, ap-


proximately coincide. Under these assumptions, the


shallow-water equations become


›u2


›x
1


›uw


›z
� f y 5�bS


x
� 1


r
0


›t
x


›z
,


fu 5


ð‘


z


›b


›y
dz� 1


r
0


›t
y


›z
,


(2)


where tx and ty denote the components of the vertical


flux of momentum. We will assume u 5 y 5 0 for z / ‘


in most of the following analysis, noting that (2) remains


unchanged if u and y are interpreted as velocities rela-


tive to some constant, geostrophically balanced exterior


flow for z / ‘ (the boundary conditions, however, will


not be invariant).


Motivated by our observations of the cross-channel


density structure described in Part I, the lateral pressure


gradient in (2) is evaluated from the idealized stratifi-


cation pattern shown in Fig. 1b. According to this model,


the gravity current consists of a stably stratified interface


with variable cross-channel tilt, Sy� 1, and a well-mixed


interior of thickness Hb with vertically constant but


laterally variable buoyancy, Bb , 0. Under these con-


ditions, the transverse buoyancy gradient is caused (i) by


the transverse interface slope, Sy, and (ii) by the trans-


verse interior gradient, By [ ›Bb/›y. Using the notation


introduced in Fig. 1b, the transverse pressure gradient


then follows from


ð‘


z


›b


›y
dz 5


�S
y
b if z $ z


t


B
y
(z


t
� z)� S


y
B


b
if z


b
# z # z


t
,


(
(3)


where the different expressions relate to the interface and


interior regions (see Fig. 1b). Note that H $ Hb and B $


Bb, where H denotes the bulk thickness and B the verti-


cally averaged buoyancy of the gravity current, both


computed from evaluating the zeroth and first vertical


moments of the buoyancy, b, as explained in detail in


Part I (also see Arneborg et al. 2007). According to the


conventions used here, we have u . 0 for the down-


channel velocity, Sx, Sy . 0 for the interface slopes, and b,


Bb, B, By , 0 for the different forms of the buoyancy and


the interior buoyancy gradient (see Fig. 1b).


Vertical integration of (2) results in two equations for


the horizontal transports:


UH 5


ð‘


zb


u dz, VH 5


ð‘


zb


y dz [ 0, (4)


where, as indicated, the transverse transport, VH, van-


ishes by definition. The integral of the advection terms in


(2) then becomes


ð‘


z
b


›u2


›x
1


›uw


›z


� �
dz 5


›(g
u
U2H)


›x
5 g


u
U2 ›H


›x
5 g


u
E U2,


(5)


where we have introduced the shape factor, gu, resulting


from the nonlinearity of the integrand, and the en-


trainment parameter, E 5 ›H/›x. In the derivation of


(5), the integral of the vertical advection term vanishes


because of the upper and lower boundary conditions,


and ›(guU2)/›x 5 0 follows from our assumption of


vanishing down-channel gradients. The relation in (5) is


seen to describe a crucial mechanism in entraining gravity


currents: the retarding effect of entrainment on the down-


channel momentum budget, or the entrainment stress.


For simplicity, since generally gu 5 O(1), we will absorb


the shape factor into the definition of the entrainment


parameter, E. Note that from the definition of E, it is


evident that our assumption about the coinciding down-


channel bottom and interface slopes only holds if E� Sx,


which is always satisfied in our applications.


Using the expression for the pressure gradient in (3),


and the relations in (4) and (5), the vertical integral of


the momentum balance, (2), can be written as


0 5�S
x
BH � EU2 1


t
bx


r
0


,


fUH 5�S
y
BH 1


1


2
B


y
H2


b 1
t


by


r
0


,


(6)


where tbx and tby denote the components of the mo-


mentum flux at the bottom (i.e., the stresses exerted by


the bottom on the fluid). If bottom friction is modeled by


a quadratic friction law:


t
bx


r
0


5�C
d
U2, (7)


where Cd denotes the drag coefficient, it is easy to see


from (6) that entrainment is dynamically negligible if


E � Cd. It is worth pointing out that even for strong


entrainment (E ’ Cd) the first component of (6) im-


plies that the interfacial Ekman transport cannot bal-


ance the bottom Ekman transport because both are of


the same sign.


The x component of (6) is often interpreted as a


balance between the down-channel pressure gradient,


and the drag due to bottom friction and entrainment.
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Interestingly, however, as pointed out by Wåhlin (2002,


2004), the first component of (6) can also be interpreted


as a constraint on the cross-channel transport:


V
E


H 1 V
G


H [ 0, (8)


where we introduced the following abbreviations:


V
E


H 5�
t


bx


f r
0


1
EU2


f
. 0,


V
G


H 5
S


x
BH


f
, 0,


(9)


for the transverse Ekman transport and the transverse


geostrophic transport due to the down-channel tilt of


the interface, respectively. Thus, (8) indicates that these


transports have to cancel if downward steering of dense


bottom water occurs along the corrugation. Note that


this constraint is independent of any transverse stratifi-


cation or secondary circulation in the interior.


b. Nondimensional description


The integrated momentum balance in (6) can be


rearranged to yield a nondimensional expression for the


transverse interface tilt:


S
y


S
x


5
fUH


u2
*x


� 1


2


B
y
H2


b


u2
*x


�
t


by


r
0
u2


*x


, (10)


where, for convenience, we have introduced the square


of the down-channel friction velocity, u2
*x 5 EU2 �


tbx/r0, which is positive according to (6). For given


channel geometry (i.e., given down-channel slope, Sx)


the cross-channel interface tilt, Sy, is seen to be locally


balanced by (i) geostrophic adjustment to the down-


channel flow, (ii) adjustment to the lateral buoyancy


gradient in the interior, and (iii) adjustment to the cross-


channel bottom stress. The latter may be either positive


or negative, depending on the direction of the near-


bottom transverse velocity.


Assuming that the cross-channel stress is weak com-


pared to the down-channel stress, jtby /tbxj � 1, the re-


lation in (10) can be rewritten compactly as


S
y


S
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5
1
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1
1
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1 1
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2
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k
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x


� �
, (11)


where we have introduced the Ekman number, Ek, and


the horizontal Richardson number, Rix, defined as


E
k


5
u2


*
fUH


, Ri
x


5�
B


y
H2


b


u2
*


, (12)


with u* 5 u*x and Ek, Rix . 0 using the conventions


introduced above. If the lateral stratification in the in-


terior is negligible, EkRix � 1, (11) defines the Ekman


number as the ratio of the down- and cross-channel in-


terface slopes, Ek 5 Sx/Sy, consistent with the model of


Wåhlin (2002). For this case, if Ek 5 O(1), the interfa-


cial slopes, and therefore the geostrophically balanced


parts of the down- and cross-channel velocities, become


comparable, and the transverse circulation is expected


to be strong.


On the other hand, if EkRix is not small, the lateral


buoyancy gradient in the interior substantially contrib-


utes to the right hand side of (11). A simple physical


interpretation for the parameter EkRix is obtained by


noting that for thin interfaces, H/Hb ’ 1, the definitions


in (12) yield


E
k
Ri


x
’�


B
y
/f


U/H
, (13)


showing that if the thermal wind shear in the interior,


2By/f, is comparable to the bulk vertical shear, U/H,


the transverse buoyancy gradient becomes dynamically


significant.


c. The role of the transverse stress


A useful tool for investigating the sign and magnitude


of the transverse stress in the gravity current is obtained


from vertically integrating the transverse component of


the momentum budget in (2) between two arbitrary


depth levels, zl and zu, inside the gravity current. This


results in


Q
x


5


ðz
u


z
l


u� 1


f


ð‘


z


›b


›y
dz


� �
dz 5� 1


f r
0


(t
yu
� t


yl
), (14)


where tyl and tyu denote the transverse stresses at zl and


zu, respectively; and Qx is the ageostrophic down-channel


transport, computed from the difference between the


true (or measured) down-channel transport and the in-


tegral of the ‘‘thermal wind.’’ It is seen from (14) that Qx


is controlled by the frictional term on the right-hand side,


which may be interpreted as the net down-channel Ekman


transport because of the net transverse stress acting on


the top and bottom of the integration volume.


The contributions to Qx from different vertical layers


are graphically represented by the gray-shaded areas in


Fig. 2, showing a schematic view of different types of


velocity profiles encountered at our study site (see be-


low). For the simpler case without transverse buoyancy


gradient in the interior (Fig. 2a), the down-channel


thermal wind remains constant below the interface. The


measured down-channel velocity, however, continu-


ously decreases toward the sediment because of fric-


tional effects, resulting in Qx , 0 in the lower part of the


gravity current.
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Quite differently, if the transverse buoyancy gradient


below the interface is not negligible, the interior thermal


wind shear results in a reduction with depth of the geo-


strophically balanced down-channel velocity (Fig. 2b).


According to (3), the pressure gradient at the bottom is


the sum of the interior pressure gradient, ByHb, and the


interfacial pressure gradient, 2SyBb. If their ratio,


R
p


5
B


y
H


b


S
y
B


b


$ 0, (15)


becomes larger than 1, the interface pressure gradient is


overcompensated by the interior pressure gradient, im-


plying that the thermal wind at the bottom becomes


negative (Fig. 2b). Therefore, if it is assumed that the


measured near-bottom velocity profile is convex (e.g.,


logarithmic), it follows from the bottom boundary con-


dition, u 5 0, that Rp . 1 also forms a sufficient condi-


tion for the existence of a bottom boundary layer with


Qx . 0 (see Fig. 2b).


An indication for the cross-channel flow direction


implied by the sign of Qx is obtained by noting that the


transverse stress, ty, appearing on the right-hand side of


(14), disappears at locations where ›y/›z 5 0, at least if a


gradient model for the turbulent momentum flux is as-


sumed. With the constraint that the transverse transport


vanishes, V [ 0, and with the boundary condition y 5 0 at


the bottom and at z / ‘, at least two such extrema must


exist (and maybe more). These extrema are denoted by


zm1, zm2, . . . starting from the bottom (see Fig. 2).


Using the property of vanishing cross-channel stresses


at local extrema of y, we choose the bottom as the lower


integration limit in (14), and zu 5 zm1 as the upper, and


find


Q
x


5
t


by


r
0


f
(16)


for the cross-channel bottom stress, indicating that the


ageostrophic transport below zm1 corresponds to the


down-channel bottom Ekman transport. Figure 2 illus-


trates graphically that the magnitude of the transverse


stress is proportional to the gray-shaded area below zm1,


with the sign corresponding to the sign of Qx. Since the


transverse velocity in the bottom boundary layer will be


opposite to the stress, we expect y . 0 (to the left of


the down-channel flow) for the case without negligible


lateral stratification, and y , 0 for the opposite case with


Qx . 0. This important result provides a simple expla-


nation for the puzzling reversal of the near-bottom ve-


locities and stresses observed in the center of the channel


(see Part I), that will be explored in more detail below.


d. Interfacial jet


As mentioned in the introduction, the transverse


transport of fluid inside the interface may have a pro-


found impact on the development of the transverse


density structure in the gravity current. This transport,


qi, can be estimated by integrating the x component of


(2) across the interface, defined here as the region above


FIG. 2. Conceptual model for the down-channel velocity, u (full line), cross-channel velocity, y (dashed line), and


geostrophically balanced part of the down-channel velocity (dashed–dotted line) for the case (a) without and (b) with


a lateral buoyancy gradient in the interior. Gray-shaded areas denote contributions to the ageostrophic transport, Qx,


defined in (14) with sign as indicated. Vertical positions of the extrema of the transverse velocity component are


marked by dashed lines.
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z 5 zm, the location of the down-channel velocity maxi-


mum. Integration yields


q
i
5


ð‘


z
m


y dz 5
1


f


ð‘


z
m


bS
x


1
›u2


›x
1


›uw


›z


� �
dz. (17)


Following the arguments that have led to (5), the ad-


vection term appearing on the right-hand side of (17)


can be expressed in terms of the entrainment parameter:
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(18)


since both the vertical velocity and the horizontal di-


vergence of the horizontal velocity are assumed to be


negligible below zm.


Using (18), and assuming that the buoyancy varies


linearly inside the interface of thickness Hi, (17) can be


rewritten as


q
i
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B
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S
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H
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1


EU2
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r
B


r
H


2


BS
x
H


f
1


EU2


f
, (19)


where, for convenience, we have introduced the thick-


ness ratio, rH 5 Hi/H, and the ratio of the interior and


integrated buoyancies, rB 5 Bb/B. According to (19), qi


has a geostrophically balanced contribution, directed


toward the right of the down-channel flow, and an op-


positely directed contribution due to entrainment. Note


that, in general, the buoyancy ratio, rB, depends on the


vertical plume geometry with rB 5 1 only for the two-


layer case, Hi/Hb 5 0. However, for the more general


plume geometry assumed here (Fig. 1b), it can be shown


that even for the extreme case Hi 5 Hb, the buoyancy


ratio is rB 5 28/27 (i.e., very close to 1). Therefore,


for simplicity, we will assume rB 5 1 in the following


derivations.


Using the x component of (6), and the definitions


given in (7) and (12), the transverse transport appearing


in (19) can be expressed in nondimensional form:


q
i


UH
i


’�E
k


1


2
�


r
E


r
H


� �
, (20)


where rE 5 E/(Cd 1 E) denotes the ratio of the en-


trainment stress to the total down-channel stress. The


left-hand side of (20) is easily recognized as the ratio


between the transverse velocity in the jet and the down-


channel velocity, thus providing a useful measure for


the intensity of the transverse circulation. A central


result of this section therefore is that according to (20)


the intensity of the secondary circulation is directly


proportional to the Ekman number. We further con-


clude from (20) that the jet obeys a purely geostrophic


balance if


r
E


r
H


� 1, (21)


which, for thick interfaces, rH 5 O(1), is satisfied for


rE � 1 (i.e., if entrainment is weak compared to bot-


tom friction). For thin interfaces, rH� 1, the condition


rE� 1 may not be sufficient, and (21) has to be checked


explicitly.


3. Comparison to data


To test the conceptual model described above we


analyze a new dataset for channelized gravity currents in


the western Baltic Sea introduced in Part I. We will fo-


cus on the cross-channel transect T2 (see Fig. 3), for


which the most complete set of measurements including


velocity, density, and turbulence parameters is avail-


able. A detailed discussion of the full dataset, including a


description of the instrumentation and techniques used


for the data analysis, is given in Part I.


The down-channel velocity and density structure


across the gravity current at transect T2 are shown in


Fig. 4a. The main flow direction is down channel toward


the east. Clearly evident is the wedge-shaped interface,


and the transverse buoyancy gradient in the interior of


the gravity current that has motivated the model strati-


fication shown in Fig. 1b. Note that regions with signif-


icant transverse buoyancy gradients in the interior are


confined to the southern slope and the center of the


channel.


To investigate the dynamical effect of the transverse


buoyancy gradient we will focus here on the vertical


structure of the velocity and stratification at three dif-


ferent locations marked in Fig. 4a. For all locations, the


geostrophically balanced down-channel velocity was


computed from integrating the thermal wind shear:


u
g


5
1


f


ðzi


z


›hbi
›y


dz, (22)


where ug was referenced to the measured down-channel


velocity, u, at z 5 zi, located directly above the interface,


respectively (Figs. 4b–d). The lateral buoyancy gradient


appearing in (22) was computed from central finite dif-


ferencing of the horizontally low-pass-filtered buoyancy,


hbi. Practically, we used a running mean of three neigh-


boring profiles to compute hbi, which we found necessary


to remove fluctuations associated with high-frequency


internal wave motions aliased into our density measure-


ments (see Part I). Long internal waves and other low-


wavenumber disturbances are, however, not filtered by


this procedure, and may contaminate local estimates of
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the geostrophically balanced buoyancy gradient appear-


ing in (22). Finite differencing with a relatively large


stencil reduces this problem but cannot entirely avoid


it since, given that the Rossby radius is of the order of


the channel width, it is possible that not all lateral pres-


sure gradients are geostrophically balanced. As a useful


compromise between resolution and noise reduction we


employed central differences with a half-width of 4Dy,


where Dy ’ 150 m corresponds to the cross-channel


station spacing for transect T2. Clearly, this choice is to


some extent arbitrary, but some justification is provided


by the fact that tests with different half-widths yielded


similar profiles such that all our conclusions below remain


valid. Note that finite differencing with a large stencil


implies a loss of near-bottom values for ug in the presence


of sloping topography (Figs. 4b,d).


The structure of the geostrophically balanced velocity


in the interface region below z 5 zi is seen to be similar


for all three profiles (Figs. 4b–d). The thermal wind re-


sulting from the transverse interface tilt increases from


small values above the gravity current to values com-


parable with the maximum speeds observed in the in-


terior, respectively. For profiles 2 and 3, the observed


velocities in the interface are rather close to the geo-


strophically balanced speeds, whereas for profile 1 our


data suggest that friction may not be negligible.


Below the interface some qualitative differences be-


tween the profiles become apparent that turn out to be


crucial for their dynamical interpretation. Whereas for


profile 3, in the absence of lateral stratification in the in-


terior, no thermal wind shear is observed (Fig. 4d), profiles


1 and 2 exhibit a significant decrease of the geostroph-


ically balanced speeds toward the bottom (Figs. 4b,c).


For these profiles, the thermal wind shear is of the or-


der of 0.1 s21, which is comparable to the total observed


shear, such that according to (13) the lateral stratification


FIG. 3. (a) Baltic Sea overview map with western Baltic Sea region marked by rectangle,


(b) western Baltic Sea with study area marked by rectangle, (c) study area north of Kriegers


Shoal (KS) with topography at 1-m intervals, and stations as indicated. The arrow shows the


pathway of incoming gravity currents.
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is expected to significantly affect the momentum budget.


Interestingly, for profile 2 we observe u . ug, and thus


Qx . 0 according to (14), in a bottom layer of more than


5-m thickness. As discussed in the context of (16), the


associated ageostrophic flow can only be balanced by the


bottom stress if the transverse speed near the bottom is


directed to the right of the down-channel flow. This is one


of the main results of this study, since it also provides


an explanation for the puzzling near-bottom reversal of


the transverse flow in the center of the channel that is


FIG. 4. Density (black contour lines at 1 kg m23) and down-channel velocity, u, for transect T2. (b)–(d) Vertical


lines denote positions of the velocity profiles shown with numbering as indicated. The thick white line corresponds to


the upper edge of the well-mixed interior of thickness Hb. Shown in (b)–(d) are measured down-channel velocity,


u (full line), and cross-channel velocity, y (dashed line), and down-channel thermal wind, ug (dashed–dotted line).


Here zb and zi denote the positions of the bottom and the level directly above the interface used for referencing the


thermal wind, respectively.
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consistently observed in both the cross-channel transect


(Fig. 4c) and the moored current meters at station S1 (see


Fig. 3 and the discussion in Part I).


For profiles 1 and 3 on the slopes, we find Qx , 0 near


the bottom, and a near-bottom velocity reversal is neither


expected nor observed. Here, the secondary circulation


consists of an interfacial jet to the right of the down-


channel flow, and an oppositely directed recirculation in


the interior (Figs. 4b,d). Is is evident that the increased


transport in the interface and its greater thickness lead to


an overall stronger secondary circulation for profile 1


compared to profile 3 (Fig. 4b). It should be noted that


profile 3 provides a direct confirmation for the cancella-


tion of the different cross-channel transports discussed in


the context of (8): Inserting the observed plume param-


eters into (8) we find VG ’ 2VE ’ 0.1520.3 m s21.


According to the theory, their sum should be zero, which


is clearly supported by the negligible net transverse speeds


observed in the interior of the gravity current (Fig. 4d).


4. Nondimensional numbers


We will start our analysis of the nondimensional


numbers describing frictionally controlled, rotating grav-


ity currents with an investigation of four key parameters:


the Froude number, the Ekman number, the entrainment


parameter, and the bottom drag coefficient. The Reynolds


number, an important parameter for the description


of viscous effects in laboratory gravity current studies


(Davies et al. 2006; Cenedese and Adduce 2008), is too


large to expect a substantial parametric dependency. In


contrast to previous studies, the dataset introduced in


Part I will allow us here to study the lateral variability


of these parameters at high resolution across the whole


width of a gravity current. Our computations will be


based on the velocity and density measurements ob-


tained on transect T2 (see Figs. 3 and 4a above). Values


derived for the drag coefficient and the entrainment


parameter will rely on the bottom stresses and entrain-


ment velocities derived from simultaneous microstruc-


ture measurements on T2. A description of the methods


used to obtain these parameters is detailed in Part I, and


will not be repeated here.


a. Entrainment and bottom drag


One of the nondimensional key parameters for the


description of gravity currents is the Froude number,


here defined as


Fr 5
U


(�BH)1/2
, (23)


which is often used to collapse entrainment data and


to investigate the criticality of buoyancy-driven flows


(Cenedese et al. 2004; Girton et al. 2006; Arneborg et al.


2007). Since Fr is understood here as some measure of


the interfacial shear, the physically relevant quantity to


be identified with U is the vertically averaged plume


speed relative to the speed above the interface. Note that


it is consistent with (2) to use the relative speed, U, also


for the construction of all other nondimensional pa-


rameters introduced in section 2. The only exception is


the drag coefficient defined in (7), which was computed


from the absolute plume speed in order to derive a


consistent boundary condition at the bottom.


Figure 5a shows the Froude number for the transect


T2 except for the outermost edges, where, due to the


small thickness of the gravity current, no reliable ve-


locity estimates could be obtained. Overall, the gravity


current is seen to be subcritical with maximum values


around Fr ’ 0.7 on the southern slope, and Fr ’ 0.8 on


the northern slope, the high value of the latter mainly


being a result of the opposite flow directions above and


below the interface (see Fig. 4a). In the central region of


the channel, values of Fr are generally smaller than


those measured on the slopes, varying in the range 0.2 ,


Fr , 0.5. The Ekman number, Ek, defined in (12), is


displayed in Fig. 5b. In the center of the channel, we find


0.3 , Ek , 1, indicating that friction substantially con-


tributes to the momentum budget. This effect is even


more pronounced on the slopes where the Ekman


number is seen to increase to values above Ek ’ 1.5.


In spite of the fact that Froude numbers are as low as


Fr ’ 0.2 in the center of the channel, the entrainment


parameter, E, displayed in Fig. 5c indicates active en-


trainment. This is in direct contradiction with the


popular entrainment model of Turner (1986) but con-


sistent with our observation that the interface is tur-


bulent throughout with dissipation rates several orders


of magnitude above those measured in the quiescent


exterior (see Part I). Interestingly, our cross-sectional


data do not support any increasing monotonic rela-


tionship between E and Fr as often assumed in en-


trainment parameterizations (Wåhlin and Cenedese


2006). This is most clearly seen by comparing the


nondimensional parameters describing profiles 1 and 3


introduced in Fig. 4a. As illustrated by Fig. 5, profile 3


on the northern slope, which is characterized by a


larger Froude number (Fr ’ 0.6) and a small entrain-


ment parameter (E ’ 0.5 3 1025), is contrasted by


profile 1 on the southern slope, with a considerably


smaller Fr but an almost one order of magnitude larger


entrainment rate. This strongly suggests that at least


one additional parameter affects the entrainment pro-


cess as already pointed out by Arneborg et al. (2007)


who identified the Ekman number as a second impor-


tant parameter.
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To understand the mechanism relating Ek to the in-


terfacial entrainment process we consider the total shear,


S, in the interface that may be estimated from


S2 [
›u


›z


� �2


1
›y


›z


� �2


’
U


H
i


� �2


1
q


i
/H


i


H
i
/2


� �2


, (24)


where for the transverse component we have assumed


that two shear layers of thickness Hi/2 exist at the upper


and lower flanks of the transverse jet. Assuming that the


transverse transport in the interface is geostrophically


balanced, as justified below, we insert (20) into (24), and


obtain the following simple expression:


S ’ (1 1 E2
k)1/2 U


H
i


. (25)


The above equation forms an important result, illus-


trating how the combined effects of rotation and friction


enhance the interfacial shear, and thus the shear pro-


duction of turbulence in the interface, via the Ekman


number, Ek. The significance of the transverse compo-


nent of the vertical shear compared to the down-channel


component is also directly evident from profiles 1 and 2


(see Figs. 4b,c), and the strongly enhanced dissipation


rates on the southern slope (see Part I). We therefore


suggest that variations of Ek are an important factor


controlling the entrainment process, which is supported


by the generally strong correlation between E and Ek


observed across the transect (Figs. 5b,c).


The bottom drag coefficient, defined in (7) and dis-


played in Fig. 5d, exhibits only little variability in the


range of approximately Cd 5 1–2 3 1023, apart from a


few outliers on the northern slope. These values are


close to our direct stress measurements from a high-


resolution current meter obtained in the center of the


channel at S1 (see Fig. 3 and Part I), thus providing


additional support for the validity of our microstructure-


based stress estimates. Across the whole transect, we


observe E� Cd, indicating that entrainment is dynam-


ically negligible.


In view of the accuracy of our measurements (prob-


ably a factor of 2), Cd does not show significant indica-


tions for a modification due to lateral stratification. In


particular the appearance of ‘‘slippery’’ boundary layers,


predicted by MacCready and Rhines (1993) for the case


FIG. 5. Nondimensional plume parameters for transect T2. The position of profiles 1–3


introduced in Fig. 4 is displayed in (a) for convenience.
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that the thermal wind shear reduces the geostrophically


balanced velocity to zero at the bottom, is not observed


although the latter condition is clearly fulfilled in deepest


part of the channel (see Fig. 4c). The reason for this can


be traced back to the along-flow pressure gradient in the


moment balance in (2) which is absent in the theory


of MacCready and Rhines (1993) but crucial for the


dynamics investigated here. According to (6), for any


topographically steered, stationary gravity current with


negligible entrainment drag, this pressure gradient has


to be balanced by bottom friction, hence prohibiting


the creation of slippery boundary layers. The theory of


MacCready and Rhines (1993) does therefore not apply,


which greatly facilitates the modeling of bottom friction.


b. Effect of lateral stratification


Information about the influence of lateral stratifica-


tion on the transverse circulation and the energetics


of mixing was obtained by studying the cross-channel


variability of the horizontal Richardson number, Rix,


defined in (12), and the pressure ratio, Rp, defined in


(15). The lateral buoyancy gradient, By, appearing in


both parameters was estimated from the gradient of the


bottom buoyancy, bbot (shown in Fig. 7d). The trans-


verse interface slope, Sy, used in the definition of Rp, was


computed from the gradient of the interface position,


z 5 zb 1 H (shown in Fig. 7b). Finite differencing of these


gradients was performed with a method identical to that


used for the computation of the thermal wind profiles


shown in Fig. 4. (As indicated in Figs. 7b,d, the lateral


buoyancy gradient is of the order of By ’ 1025 s22, and the


transverse interface slope is approximately Sy ’ 1023.)


The depth of the ‘‘well mixed’’ interior, Hb, required for


the computation of Rix, is computed from the height of the


bottom layer with less than 1 kg m23 density contrast


(see white line in Fig. 4a). Conditions favorable for the


reversal of the near-bottom transverse velocity (Rp . 1)


are found for the central region of the channel and the


deeper parts of the southern slope (Fig. 6a). Specifically,


Rp ’ 1, computed for profile 2 is consistent with the


observed reduction of the thermal wind to zero at the


bottom, and the associated cross-channel flow reversal


(Fig. 4c).


The parameter Rix shown in Fig. 6b has originally


been introduced in estuarine research to study the


competing effects of tidal stirring and restratification


due to the longitudinal estuarine circulation (see, e.g.,


Stacey et al. 2001). We suggest here that a quite sim-


ilar interaction between vertical shear, lateral stratifi-


cation, and vertical mixing is active in the center of the


channel. Figure 4c illustrates that, in the presence of lateral


FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but now for (a) the internal pressure ratio, Rp, (b) the horizontal Richardson


number, Rix, and (c) the interface slope ratio, Sy/Sx, as predicted by (11).
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stratification, the transverse component of the vertical


shear is favorable for the generation of interior stratifi-


cation by differential advection. This effect competes


with vertical mixing, such that internal stratification is


not expected if Rix remains below a certain threshold.


From our measurements, this threshold appears to be in


the range 3 , Rix , 5, not far from Rix ’ 3 mentioned by


Stacey et al. (2001). Note that above this threshold,


turbulent mixing of momentum is increasingly sup-


pressed by stable stratification, and the secondary cir-


culation is expected to be more pronounced. This idea is


supported by the strong cross-channel circulation ob-


served in the interior at locations where Rix is large, and


turbulence is weak (see Part I and Fig. 4c).


c. Transverse transport in the interface


With the help of the nondimensional numbers pre-


sented in Fig. 5 we can now evaluate (21) in order to


quantify the different contributions to the transverse


transport, qi, in the interface. Considering only the data


in the central region of the channel, we insert the esti-


mates rE 5 E/(Cd 1 E) ’ 1022 (see Fig. 5) and rH 5


Hi/H ’ 0.3 (Fig. 4c) into (21), and conclude that the


transverse Ekman transport due to entrainment has a


negligible impact on the total transport in the interface.


Thus, the transverse interfacial transport is essentially


geostrophically balanced.


From the geostrophic part of (20), the average trans-


verse velocity in the interface is qi/Hi ’ 2EkU/2. Us-


ing the estimates U ’ 0.5 m s21 (Fig. 4c) and Ek ’ 0.4


(Fig. 5b), we find qi/Hi ’ 20.1 m s21, which is in good


agreement with the averaged observed transverse speed


in the interface (Fig. 4c). It is instructive to compare this


value with the transverse velocity associated with the


interfacial Ekman transport, which, according to (19),


corresponds to qi/Hi 5 EU2/fHi. Using the values men-


tioned above we find qi/Hi ’ 0.01 m s21, one order of


magnitude smaller than the geostrophic estimate ob-


tained above. This improves our confidence that the


interfacial jet, and therefore the transverse transport of


both volume and buoyancy in the interface, is governed


by a simple geostrophic balance.


5. Down-channel evolution


a. Interface slopes


The down-channel evolution of the gravity current on


the southern slope is studied here by comparing mea-


surements from the cross-channel transects T1 and T2


(Fig. 3), which were obtained during a quasi-stationary


period with minimum temporal delay. Details are de-


scribed in Part I. For the order-of-magnitude estimates


discussed below, we assume an average distance of


1300 m between both transects, and an averaged down-


channel speed of U 5 0.5 m s21, resulting in an estimated


travel time of approximately 40 min between T1 and T2.


Figure 7a illustrates that during this time, the plume


thickness, H, on the southern slope has not appreciably


changed, except for a small portion near the center of the


channel due to the down-channel evolution of the to-


pography. In spite of the strongly variable plume thick-


ness, the interface elevation computed from z 5 zb 1 H is


seen to be rather smooth across the transects, and exhibits


a small but significant elevation drop of approximately


0.5 m between T1 and T2 (Fig. 7b). This corresponds to an


average down-channel interface tilt of Sx ’ 0.4 3 1023,


comparable to the topographical down-channel slope


upstream of T1 (see Fig. 3) but significantly smaller than


the cross-channel tilt of Sy ’ 1023 (Fig. 7b).


An independent estimate of the down-channel tilt, Sx,


is obtained from a balance of bottom friction and the


down-channel pressure gradient in (6). The result of this


analysis is displayed in Fig. 7c, illustrating some vari-


ability between Sx 5 0.2 3 1023 in the center of the


channel and Sx 5 0.8 3 1023 on the southern slope. On


the average, however, these values are comparable to


the estimates obtained above from the pressure drop


between T1 and T2, confirming that frictional control is


the main mechanism in the down-channel momentum


balance. From the values of Sx displayed Fig. 7c, and the


cross-channel interface tilt estimated above (Sy ’ 1023)


we compute the slope ratios Sy/Sx ’ 5 in the center and


Sy/Sx ’ 1.25 on the southern slope, which are in good


agreement with the slope ratios predicted from (11) (see


Fig. 6c). Note that the effect of lateral stratification [i.e.,


the term EkRix in (11)], significantly affects the interface


slope.


b. Evolution of lateral stratification


The transverse interfacial jet advects water of inter-


mediary buoyancy from the northern side of the gravity


current toward the southern side, therefore (i) draining


the interface in the northern part, and (ii) spreading the


isopycnals on the southern side. Thus, the southern part


of the gravity current gains buoyancy from both trans-


verse advection of interfacial water and local entrain-


ment of ambient water. Defining a control volume of


width LS on the southern side of the current (Fig. 8) we


estimate the down-channel buoyancy gain in the control


volume from


ðLS


0


UH
›B


›x
dy ’


1


2
q


i
B


� �
y5L


S


�
ðLS


0


BEU dy,


5 F
A


1 F
E


,
(26)
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where the transverse buoyancy flux in the interface is


approximated by qiB/2, and FA and FE denote the con-


tributions from lateral advection in the interface and


entrainment, respectively.


Using the estimates qi ’ 20.3 m2 s21, B ’ 20.1 m s22,


U ’ 0.5 m s21, E ’ 1 2 5 3 1025, and LS ’ 4000 m,


corresponding to the box south of profile 2 in Fig. 4a, we


obtain FA/FE ’ 1.5–7.5. The ratio FA/FE is thus likely to


be large, illustrating that lateral advection of interfacial


fluid forms an important, probably dominant, mechanism


responsible for the buoyancy gain on the southern side of


the channel. A similar computation shows that advection


of isopycnals with the interior return current is the


dominant mechanism for the evolution of the character-


istic lateral stratification in the interior (see Fig. 4a).


6. Discussion and conclusions


Our analysis of a class of shallow, channelized gravity


currents, characterized by Ekman numbers of the order


of 1 and subcritical Froude numbers, provides substan-


tial support for the mechanism of ‘‘frictional control’’ as


suggested in the theoretical model by Wåhlin (2002,


2004): the down-channel velocity is adjusted exactly


such that friction balances the down-channel pressure


gradient, and the cross-channel Ekman transport is


compensated by the oppositely directed geostrophic


transport due to the down-channel tilt of the interface.


Apart from the condition of vanishing cross-channel


transport, however, the simple model of Wåhlin (2002,


2004) does not explain the vertical structure of the


transverse circulation associated with the different types


FIG. 8. Schematic view of the entrainment process and the effect of


the interfacial jet. The down-channel flow is directed out of view.


FIG. 7. Shown for transect T1 (filled symbols) and T2 (circles) are (a) plume thickness, H;


(b) interface position, z; (c) down-channel interface slope computed from (6); and (d) absolute


bottom buoyancy, bbot.
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of transverse transport. The key role is played here by a


nearly geostrophically balanced jet in the interface,


transporting interfacial fluid to the right of the down-


channel flow with a number of important implications for


the evolution of the density field and the entrainment


process. First, the transverse component of the vertical


shear in the interface was shown to be proportional to the


Ekman number, Ek, becoming comparable to the down-


channel shear for E
k


5 O(1) (i.e., for the range of values


we observe). The transverse component of the vertical


shear therefore is an important source of interfacial tur-


bulence, and may explain the strong positive correlation


between Ek and the entrainment parameter, E, found in


our cross-sectional data. Second, being laterally confined


by topography, the transverse transport inside the inter-


face induces a lateral distortion of the interfacial density


structure, visible as a pinching of the interface to the left


of the down-channel flow (northern side here), and a


spreading of isopycnals to the right (Fig. 8).


From this, and from a simple budget for the buoyancy


in the southern part of the channel, the following picture


emerges describing the complex role of the interfacial


jet in the entrainment process. The jet transports pre-


mixed interfacial fluid of intermediate buoyancy toward


the southern part of the channel, thereby providing an


advective source of buoyancy that dominates the local


entrainment of ambient fluid in the southern part. The


advected, buoyant fluid is mixed down by strong tur-


bulence on the southern slope in a process that re-


quires further clarification, and is then advected back


toward the center of the channel with the transverse


return current in the interior (Fig. 8). This process of


‘‘entrainment around the corner’’ also creates the wedge-


shaped interface, and the characteristic lateral buoyancy


gradient in the interior. Interestingly, although it was


shown that the thermal wind shear associated with this


lateral buoyancy gradient is comparable to the total


shear, we do not observe any indications for ‘‘slippery’’


boundary layers as suggested for a (only seemingly)


similar situation by MacCready and Rhines (1993).


Instead, the flow adjusts in a rather unexpected way to


the presence of the lateral buoyancy gradient in the in-


terior: the cross-channel near-bottom velocity reverses,


and a new bottom layer appears with transverse velocities


and stresses opposite to those predicted from classical


Ekman theory.


Given the critical role of the interfacial jet in this


picture, one important question arises. Is the transverse


transport in the jet limited by entrainment in the north-


ern part of the gravity current, or does the jet control


the entrainment process such that a sufficient supply


of entrained fluid is always available? The following


argument suggests that the latter is more likely. Without


mixing, the draining of interfacial fluid in the northern


part would eventually lead to a very thin interface. Since


the buoyancy and velocity jumps across the interface are


not affected by this process, this would imply that the


gradient Richardson number, Ri, in the interface even-


tually becomes arbitrarily small, and the interface would


thus become increasingly unstable with respect to shear


instabilities. There is substantial evidence (see, e.g., Peters


and Johns 2005), however, that mixing would counter-


act this interface thinning by adjusting the interface


thickness such that the Richardson number always re-


mains above a certain critical threshold, Ri . Ric. A


more careful analysis of the process sketched above


appears to be rewarding since it could provide an en-


trainment parameterization for rotating gravity currents


that is based on simple physical arguments rather than


on data fitting.
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